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Comparison of retrieved profiles with operational models 

Summary 
This document describes in detail the numerous ways that the Cloudnet observations have been used to 
evaluate the representation of cloud in the seven forecast model in the project. The properties of the models 
are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Summary of the characteristics of each of the seven models evaluated in Cloudnet. 
Model Horizontal 

res. (km) 
Vertical 

levels 
Forecast range 

used (hours) 
Cloud scheme 

ECMWF 40 70 12-35 Tiedtke (1993): prognostic cloud fraction 
and total water; diagnostic liquid/ice ratio. 

Met Office 
mesoscale model 

12 38 6-11 Wilson and Ballard (1999): diagnostic cloud 
fraction (Smith 1990); prognostic 
vapour+liquid and ice mixing ratio. 

Met Office global 60 38 0-21 As Met Office mesoscale model. 
Meteo France 24 41 12-35 Ricard and Royer (1993): diagnostic cloud 

fraction and water content. 
KNMI RACMO 18 40 12-36 As ECMWF model. 

SMHI RCA 44 24 1-24 Diagnostic cloud fraction, prognostic total 
water with diagnostic liquid/ice ratio. 

DWD LM 7 35 6-17 Doms et al. (2004): diagnostic cloud 
fraction, prognostic water content. 

 

 The work has been divided into 19 sections, which are summarised as follows:  

Direct comparison of models and observations 
1. Evaluation of model cloud fraction. Cloud fraction is the primary cloud variable in models requiring 

evaluation. We have compared the long-term statistics of cloud fraction derived from the observations 
with the corresponding statistics held in each of the models (in particular the mean, frequency of 
occurrence, mean amount when present and the probability density function) to identify the errors in the 
climatology of each model. 

2. Evaluation of model liquid water path. Microwave radiometers provide the path-integrated liquid 
water in a vertical column, which can be compared directly to model values. 

3. Evaluation of model liquid water content (LWC) and supercooled water occurrence. The long-term 
statistics of LWC have been compared with the models, which has highlighted the errors in the vertical 
distribution of liquid, particularly at temperatures below 0ºC where there is a large divergence in the way 
supercooled water is treated between models. 

4. Evaluation of model ice water content (IWC) using the reflectivity-temperature and RadOn 
algorithms. Long-term statistics of IWC have been compared with models using two different radar 
algorithms, the first time IWC has been evaluated in such a comprehensive manner.  

5. Regime analysis. It can be difficult to diagnose what is responsible for the errors uncovered in the 
representation of clouds in models, but an approach has been developed in which the comparison 
statistics are decomposed by synoptic regime. This reveals, for example, that the ECMWF overestimate 
of low-level cloud occurs in neutral boundary-layer conditions but less so in the stable boundary layer. 

6. Skill scores. The comparisons above all evaluate the model climatology, but pay no attention to whether 
the clouds are forecast at the right time. Skill scores have been used to quantify the skill of the models in 
simulating clouds as a function of time, height and forecast lead-time. The skill of the persistence 
forecast is shown for comparison. 

7. Comparison between observed and modelled convective cloud development.  

Observed characteristics of clouds to improve cloud parameterisations 
8. Cloud area versus volume. The observations have been used to parameterise the relationship between 

model-simulated cloud fraction by volume and the radiatively important cloud fraction by area. 
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9. Ice cloud inhomogeneity. The sub-grid structure of clouds is important for their radiative properties, 

and the sub-grid inhomogeneity of ice clouds has also been characterised using cloud radar in a way that 
could be implemented in the newer generation of cloud schemes. 

10. Ice particle density. The relationship between ice particle mass and size (or equivalently the density-
size relationship) is important for interpreting radar retrievals in ice clouds, as well as for sedimentation 
rates in models. Here it is shown how Doppler radar can be used to derive ice particle density.  

Changes to model cloud parameterisations 
11. Change in the Meteo-France cloud scheme. A change to the Meteo-France cloud fraction scheme was 

implemented in April 2003 and resulted in the previously substantial underestimate of cloud fraction 
being largely corrected according to the Cloudnet comparisons. Surprisingly, the comparisons with 
synoptic observations of cloud cover showed a worsening of performance. However, this was found to 
be due to the additional change in the cloud overlap scheme, highlighting the need to get both cloud 
fraction and overlap right in models. 

12. Changes in the Met Office cloud scheme. Various changes to the representation of clouds in the Met 
Office model have been tested using Cloudnet data, and we describe the results of changing the 
representation of mixed-phase clouds and the value of RHcrit, the grid-box-mean relative humidity at 
which cloud is first formed. 

13. Effective radius parameterization implementation in RACMO. Analysis of Cloudnet radar-lidar 
retrievals of ice particle effective radius have shown that rather than parameterizing it as a function of 
temperature (as is ubiquitous in climate models), a better approach would be to parameterize it as a 
function of distance from cloud top. This has now been implemented in the RACMO model.  

Statistical studies to verify the methods of comparison 
14. High cloud sampling. A problem with evaluating the model cloud fraction above around 8 km is that 

the radar can have difficulty detecting the small ice particles at this altitude. A sensitive lidar (e.g. the 
LNA at Palaiseau) can detect these clouds but only in the absence of low liquid cloud that would block 
the beam. Tropical ARM data have been used to show how careful lidar sampling can allow the high 
cloud in the model to be evaluated. 

15. Comparison of model cloud fraction with radar, lidar, and combined radar and lidar. Cloud 
statistics from combinations of radar and lidar at Palaiseau are compared to the ECMWF model.  

16. Ice water content means: accounting for conditional sampling. Cloud radar data are unreliable for 
retrieving ice water content when rain is falling at the ground, so generally must be excluded from the 
statistics. In this section the resulting possibility of a resulting bias is investigated. 

17. Conditional sampling and instrumental effects on the statistics of cloud properties. ECMWF model 
data are used to investigate how derived cloud statistics are affected by sampling only at certain times 
(e.g. during working hours in the case of the lidar), lidar attenuation and radar sensitivity.  

18. Assessment of the microphysical and radiative importance of the clouds missed by the radars. It is 
known that the radar has difficulty detecting all the high cloud (above 8 km in mid-latitudes) that is seen 
by the lidar. The optical depth of the clouds that might be missed is estimated using the output from 
several different models. 

19. A climatology of the ice cloud properties using RadOn over the three Cloudnet sites. Means and 
PDFs of IWC from the RadOn algorithm are derived, as well as statistics on cloud geometry. 
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1. Evaluation of model cloud fraction 
R. J. Hogan and E. J. O Connor (University of Reading) 
The large quantity of near-continuous data from the three Cloudnet sites enables us to make categorical 
statements about the cloud fraction climatology of each of the models, much more than was possible 
previously from limited and unrepresentative case studies. Cloud fraction has been derived from the Target 
Categorization dataset (Hogan and O Connor 2004), which uses a bit-field to describe the particles that are 
present versus time and height over each site. This information is provided on the same high-resolution grid 
as the radar and lidar data, and the particle types are cloud liquid water droplets, drizzle/rain drops, ice 
particles, melting ice, aerosol particles and insects. Firstly, this bit-field is converted to a simple binary field 
stating whether cloud is present: of the available classes only liquid water droplets and ice particles are 
deemed to be cloud. Following Hogan et al. (2001) we argue that there is a strong distinction between liquid 
cloud and liquid precipitation, but we treat cloud and precipitation as a continuum in the ice phase (certainly 
from remote observations there is no obvious distinction). This leads to falling ice being treated as a cloud 
but if these particles melt at the zero-degree level to form rain, they are then no longer classified as cloud, 
something that must be borne in mind when comparing with models. 
Next, cloud fraction is calculated on the grid of each of the various models as a Level 2b Cloudnet product. 
Essentially the grid of each model is superimposed on the high-resolution observational data, and the total 
number of cloudy pixels in each model gridbox is calculated. The model horizontal wind speed is used to 
convert the horizontal model resolution to an appropriate sampling time (but constrained to lie between 10 
minutes and 1 hour), so that the observations are best matched to the grid of the model. For the purpose of 
this study, we calculate cloud fraction by volume rather than by area (see Brooks et al. 2005 for a detailed 
discussion, or section 8 for a summary). The sensitivity to high cloud can be diminished by strong radar 
attenuation in moderate and heavy rain, which would lead to an underestimate of cloud fraction in the 
observations. For sites with a 35-GHz radar, periods with a rain rate greater than 8 mm hr-1 are excluded 
from the comparison, while for sites with a 94-GHz radar (which suffers greater attenuation), the threshold is 
2 mm hr-1. 
For each model we have followed Hogan et al. s (2001) ECMWF-only study, and compared mean cloud 
fraction, frequency that cloud fraction is greater than 0.05 ( frequency of occurrence ), mean cloud fraction 
when it is greater than 0.05 ( amount when present ) and cloud fraction PDFs. Full monthly and yearly 
comparisons are recorded as Level 3 Cloudnet products, and are available for each model/observatory on the 
Cloudnet web site1. Here the main results are summarised.  Due to the problem of radar sampling of high 
clouds, little will be said about the model performance above 8 km, although this is resolved in Section 14.  
Figure 1.1 shows a month-long comparison of cloud fraction in the observations and five of the operational 
models. Figures 1.2-1.9 summarise the statistical comparison with each model, where possible using data 
from all three sites (Cabauw, Chilbolton and Palaiseau) and at least two years. We now detail the main 
features evident in the performance of the various models evident from the Cloudnet comparisons over the 
various sites. 
ECMWF model. Cabauw observations from 2001-2002 reveal that an overestimate of the frequency of 
occurrence of low cloud (by around 50%) led to an overestimate of the mean cloud fraction in the boundary 
layer (Fig. 1.2). Since 2003 all Cloudnet sites show that this problem has been resolved, and now the mean 
cloud fraction, frequency of occurrence and mean amount when present are accurate (Fig. 1.3). Generally the 
mid-level cloud fraction forecast is somewhat improved if model snow treated as cloud (shown by the 
dashed lines in Fig. 1.3a). This was also found by Hogan et al. (2001). 
Met Office mesoscale model. Frequency of cloud occurrence is very well represented below around 5 km, 
with somewhat of an underestimate above. Mean amount when present, however, is around 60-80% of the 
observed value between 1 and 8 km leading to an underestimate of overall mean cloud fraction below around 
6 km. The problem appears entirely due to the inability of the model to represent the occurrence of 
completely cloudy gridboxes, shown in Fig. 1.4d. 
Met Office global model. Below 2 km the mean amount when present is very accurate although frequency 
of occurrence (and hence overall mean cloud fraction) is underestimated by up to a factor of 2 (Fig. 1.5). To 
some extent this is due to the fact that, in the observations, the longer sampling time necessary to sample the 
larger gridbox size than in the mesoscale model means that a given box is more likely to contain cloud; 
essentially larger gridboxes have cloud fraction PDFs with fewer occurrences of 0 and 1. This effect is 

                                                     

 

1 www.cloud-net.org 

http://www.cloud-net.org
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missing from the model due to its lack of a resolution-dependence in the cloud scheme. Above 2 km the 
performance is much as in the mesoscale model, with errors dominated by the difficulty in generating a 
cloud fraction of 1. 
Meteo-France ARPEGE model. Before April 2003, the mean amount when present was only 20-25% of 
the observed value at all heights, so despite the frequency of occurrence being around 50% too high, the 
overall mean cloud fraction was only around 40% of the observed means. After the change to the 
parameterisation scheme in April 2003, the performance was greatly improved, with amount when present 
generally accurate, although frequency of occurrence and mean cloud fraction tend to be underestimated by 
10-30% between 1 and 7 km (Fig. 1.6). This is discussed in more detail in section 11. There is some 
evidence that the cloudy boundary layer is too shallow in the Meteo-France model. 
KNMI RACMO model. Frequency of occurrence is around 30-50% too high below 7 km, with the largest 
error in the boundary layer between 1 and 2 km (Fig. 1.7). Amount when present is up to 40% too low 
between 1 and 7 km, with a peak error at 4 km. The result is that the mean cloud fraction is around 30% too 
high below 2 km and around 20% too low above. At mid-levels the PDFs reveal that 100% cloud fraction 
occurs too infrequently. 
SMHI RCA model. Below 2 km the amount when present is reasonably good, but both frequency of 
occurrence and mean cloud fraction tend to be around 50-60% too high (Figure 1.8). The model agrees 
approximately with the observations between 2-3 km, but above 3 km frequency of occurrence is 
increasingly overestimated by up to 50-100% at 7 km. Amount when present is underestimated by 25-30% in 
mid-levels but is good at high levels. This leads to a substantial overestimate of mean cloud fraction. 
Deutsche Wetterdienst (DWD) model. The comparisons at each observatory reveal that the model cloud 
fraction climatology is largely correct, although at mid-levels the accurate mean cloud fraction belies around 
a 20% overestimate of the frequency of cloud but a 20% underestimate of amount when present (Fig. 1.9).   

 

Figure 1.1. Comparison of observed cloud fraction at Chilbolton for the month of October 2003 (top row), 
and the corresponding forecasts by the Met Office mesoscale model, ECMWF, Meteo France, RACMO 
and SMHI. 
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Fig. 1.2. ECMWF model, Cabauw 2001-2002; 

see below for caption. 

 
Fig. 1.3. ECMWF model, all sites (Chilbolton, 

Cabauw and Palaiseau) 2003-2004. 

 

Fig. 1.4. Met Office mesoscale, all sites 2003-2004. 

 

Fig. 1.5. Met Office global, all sites 2003-2004 

 

Figs. 1.2-1.5. Evaluation statistics for various models. (a) Mean cloud fraction versus height, including the 
modified model profile with undetectable ice clouds removed, the error bars indicating the uncertainty in 
this procedure (Figs. 1.1a and 1.2a also contain the modified profile including snow). (c) Frequency that the 
gridbox-mean cloud fraction was greater than 0.05, and (e) mean cloud fraction when cloud fraction is 
greater than 0.05. (b), (d), (f) PDFs of cloud fraction in three height ranges.  
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Fig. 1.8. SMHI RCA model, all sites 2003-2004. 

 

Fig. 1.9. DWD model, all sites 2004. 

 

Figs. 1.6-1.9. As Figs. 1.2-1.5, but for different models. 

   
Fig. 1.6. Meteo-France model, all sites June 2003-

Dec 2004; see also section 11. 

  
Fig. 1.7. RACMO model, all sites 2004. 
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2. Evaluation of model liquid water path 
O. Krasnov and H. Russchenberg (IRCTR, TU Delft) 
This section is devoted to the statistical inter-comparison of the liquid water path (LWP) multiyear dataset, 
retrieved from observations and provided by the numerical weather models in Cloudnet. For each model the 
profile of gridbox-mean liquid water mixing ratios were converted to water content and integrated in height 
to obtain LWP. Two methods were available to obtain LWP from the observations. All ground-based stations 
were equipped with dual- or multi-channel microwave radiometers, which measure the sky brightness 
temperatures at different frequencies in the zenith direction. These temperatures then were converted to the 
LWP using site-specific retrieval techniques. This was used as a path constraint for the LWC retrievals in 
section 3, and is expected to provide the most reliable estimate of LWP. The second technique of Krasnov 
and Russchenberg (2005) uses radar reflectivity and lidar optical extinction profiles to make categorization 
of water clouds in accordance with the presence and contents of drizzle fraction. Then the radar reflectivity 
(Z) profiles can be converted into LWC profiles using specific Z-LWC relationships for every water cloud 
category. The integration of the retrieved LWC profiles gives the LWP, which is completely independent 
from radiometer data and can be used for observation/model inter-comparison. As this technique is 
applicable only in purely liquid water conditions, it is not used at temperatures below 0ºC. 
The observations were firstly averaged into 1-hour intervals to match the frequency of the model profiles. It 
is known that microwave-radiometer LWP values greater then 400 g m-2 are often affected by precipitation 
and in most cases are unreliable. In this study two comparisons are performed, the first using the entire LWP 
dataset and the second after removing all values of LWP greater than 400 g m-2. As soon as the radar-lidar 
LWC retrievals are affected by their inability to retrieve LWC above the 0ºC isotherm, the model LWP 
values are calculated with the same height limitations, to minimize bias in the inter-comparison. For the 
comparison with microwave radiometer retrievals the whole height profile of the model LWC is used for the 
LWP calculation. 
The mean and standard deviations of LWP are presented in Fig. 2.1 in two columns. The left column 
represents the values calculated using the entire LWP data, and the right after removing LWP values greater 
than 400 g m-2. Figure 2.2 depicts the differences between the models and each of the three retrieval 
methods: (a) microwave radiometer MWRM , (b) the radar-lidar technique with the original threshold 
values radar-only water-cloud categorization, and (c) the radar-lidar technique with thresholds values for 
radar-only water-cloud categorization using thresholds derived from the entire Cloudnet database (Krasnov 
and Russchenberg 2005). 
From these figures follow a few quite interesting conclusions. The standard deviations of all analysed LWP 
dataset are larger then their mean values. This is likely to be because the probability distributions have many 
zero values and have longer tails than an exponential distribution. The removal of samples with outlying 
values does not significantly change this behaviour. The three models with the lowest values of LWP are the 
Met Office mesoscale and global models and the Meteo-France model, followed by the ECMWF and 
RACMO models (which share the same cloud scheme) having approximately twice as much liquid water. 
Finally, the SMHI RCAM model produces 3 to 4 times more LWP than three lowest models. 
The radar/lidar technique produces quite similar statistics over all Cloudnet ground stations, which is quite 
close to the statistical parameters of the first group of numerical models (the Met Office mesoscale and 
global models and Meteo France). The behaviour of the microwave radiometer LWP looks quite different for 
different sites. For the Cabauw site the results are not strongly affected by the removal of the large values, 
but this is because the reported LWP data were already filtered with a maximum value of 500 g m-2. The 
Chilbolton and Palaiseau data look quite similar and the means are strongly affected by the outlying values; 
after filtering, the fractional standard deviation (i.e. the standard deviation divided by the mean) drops by a 
factor of two, from around 3 to 1.5-1.6. The comparison of the radiometer data with models also produce 
site-dependent results; Fig. 2.1 shows that for Cabauw, good agreement with the measurements is found for 
the first group of models (the Met Office mesoscale and global models and Meteo France). For Chilbolton 
and Palaiseau, the models of the second group (ECMWF and RACMO) perform better. 
The reasons for the variability in microwave radiometer LWP is due to differences in the retrieval techniques 
used at the different sites. At Cabauw, the simple interpolation technique was used to convert MICCY 
microwave radiometer brightness temperatures into LWP. At Chilbolton and Palaiseau, an improved 
approach has been used, in which clear-sky periods are used to recalibrate the brightness temperatures 
(Gaussiat et al., document in preparation). An additional source of difference can be in the different policy of 
radiometer work during the rain events. At Cabauw the MICCY radiometer simply switches off during the 
precipitation and it can explain the absence of huge values of LWP with 1 hour averaging. It should be noted 
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that MICCY data were only available from Cabauw for a few months, so the statistics of the comparison at 
this site are less reliable. 

Cabauw, all LWP data
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Chilbolton, all LWP data
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Chilbolton, LWP < 400 g/m2
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Palaiseau, all LWP data
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Figure 2.1. The values of the mean and standard deviation for the LWP from Cloudnet observations and 
numerical models. The three rows of plots correspond to the three main Cloudnet sites. The first three pairs 
of bars in each panel correspond to the microwave-radiometer retrieval (MW RM), the Krasnov and 
Russchenberg radar-lidar technique, and the radar-lidar technique using the Cloudnet reflectivity 
thresholds.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 2.2. The differences between model and 
retrieved LWP:  (a) comparing the models with 
LWP from microwave radiometer, (b) comparing 
with the Krasnov and Russchenberg (2005) 
radar/lidar technique, and (c) comparing with the 
radar-lidar technique using Cloudnet radar 
reflectivity thresholds. The colours correspond to 
the three sites and the numbers to the 
models/observations as shown by the key at the 
foot of panel c.  

3. Evaluation of model liquid water content and supercooled liquid occurrence 
E. J. O Connor and R. J. Hogan (University of Reading) 
Liquid water content (LWC) has been estimated from the observations using the scaled adiabatic method, 
whereby the Target Categorization from the radar and lidar diagnoses which pixels in each profile contain 
liquid cloud droplets, from which an adiabatic LWC profile is calculated. This profile is then scaled to match 
the liquid water path derived by microwave radiometer. Although stratocumulus LWC can often deviate 
from adiabatic, these clouds are typically thin so errors in attribution of liquid water with height would 
typically only be of the order of 200 m, much less than the model errors that have been uncovered. As 
before, a complete set of monthly and yearly comparisons are available on the Cloudnet web site. 
Of all the models, the Met Office mesoscale generally agrees closest with the LWC observations, while a 
number of errors are evident in the other models. Figure 3.1a evaluates model PDFs of LWC in the lowest 3 
km, and it can be seen that ECMWF (which has prognostic cloud water content) tends to overestimate the 
spread of LWC values while Meteo-France (which diagnoses water content from humidity) tends to have too 
narrow a distribution. The RACMO model largely shares its cloud scheme with ECMWF, and consequently 
its LWC errors are rather similar (not shown). The performance of LWC in each model is now outlined. 
ECMWF model. Mean liquid water content (LWC) versus height is captured well at Chilbolton, although 
appears to be underestimated at Lindenberg and overestimated at Palaiseau. All liquid water content PDFs 
show a strong overestimate of the occurrence of low LWC values (Fig. 3.1a), which is accompanied by up to 
a factor-of-two overestimate in the frequency of liquid water content greater than 10-5 g m-3, often reaching 
0.9 in the annual mean between 1 and 2 km. The mean amount when present is correspondingly 
underestimated. This is puzzling when the boundary-layer cloud fraction climatology appears accurate. 
Met Office mesoscale model. Frequency of LWC occurrence (values greater than 10-5 g m-3) is generally 
captured with great accuracy at all heights, although mean amount when present is increasingly 
overestimated above 1 km; this leads to an underestimate of overall mean LWC above 3 km. There is 
evidence that the boundary layer is several hundred metres too shallow on cloudy days. The LWC PDFs are 
much more accurate than in ECMWF, although peaked slightly too low. 
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Met Office global model. Frequency of occurrence of LWC>10-5 g m-3 is underestimated substantially.  This 
is partially due to the same resolution effect as just described for cloud fraction, but the frequency of 
occurrence is also less in the global than the mesoscale model. Amount when present is in reasonable 
agreement with observations, so there is a tendency to underestimate mid-level LWC, although this 
behaviour is variable between years and sites. The model also appears unable to produce LWC between 0 
and 10-3 g m-3. 
Meteo-France ARPEGE model. The model had substantial errors prior to April 2003, as discussed in 
sections 1 and 11. After this date there is a tendency for the model to underestimate frequency of liquid water 
between 1 and 3 km, but substantially overestimate its occurrence above 3 km (Fig. 3.1b); the same biases 
are evident in the overall mean LWC. This represents a problem with the temperature-dependent ice-liquid 
ratio in the model seeming to greatly overpredict the fraction of liquid water in mixed-phase clouds. Figure 
3.1a reveals that the PDF of LWC is too narrow, likely to be due to the diagnostic nature of the cloud 
scheme. 
KNMI RACMO model. The performance of the liquid water forecasts are very much as in the ECMWF 
model, described above. This is because the two models share the same cloud physics package. 
SMHI RCA model. Mean liquid water content in the boundary layer is overestimated by around a factor of 
two, mostly due to an overestimate of the frequency of occurrence of liquid water clouds (also seen in Fig. 
1.8c). 
Deutsche Wetterdienst (DWD) model. Mean liquid water content in the boundary layer is underestimated 
by up to a factor of two. This is due to a combination of a 30% overestimate of the frequency of occurrence 
of LWC>10-5 g m-3, and an even greater underestimate of the mean amount when present (of order a factor of 
three). 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 3.1. (a) PDFs of low-level LWC from the 2004 Chilbolton observations (blue) and the ECMWF 
model  (red, top) and Meteo-France model (red, bottom); (b) Mean LWC and frequency of occurrence of 
LWC>10-5 g m-3 for the Meteo-France forecasts; (c) Fraction of cloud in each 5 C layer that contain a layer 
of supercooled liquid water at Chilbolton with an optical depth greater than 0.7. 

Due to a historic lack of good observations, the models differ substantially in their treatment of mixed-phase 
clouds, and all except the Met Office and DWD simply diagnose the ice/liquid ratio from temperature alone. 
As a result there are substantial discrepancies in the vertical profile of LWC, which is important as it has 
been shown that the radiative properties of a cloud with a certain water content differs substantially 
depending on whether the water is in the ice or liquid phase. Figure 3.1b shows that the Meteo-France model 
underestimates the mean LWC of boundary-layer clouds, but appears to overestimate the occurrence of 
supercooled liquid water clouds above the boundary layer. To investigate this further, a year of radar and 
lidar data from Chilbolton were analysed in detail, focussing on periods when the lidar (which is especially 
sensitive to small liquid droplets) was unobscured by low cloud and hence could unambiguously identify 
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when supercooled liquid cloud was and was not present. The result is shown in Fig. 3.1c (from Hogan et al. 
2003), depicting the fraction of all clouds observed by the radar that contained a layer of liquid water 
according to the lidar. As would be expected, the occurrence is seen to decrease to essentially zero at 40 C, 
but neither the Met Office (which has independent prognostic variables for ice and liquid) nor ECMWF 
(prognostic cloud water content with diagnostic ice/liquid fraction) come close to matching the observations. 
This is addressed in section 12. 

4. Evaluation of model ice water content 
J. Delanoë, A. Protat (IPSL) and R. J. Hogan (University of Reading) 
The Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) has highlighted the worrying order-of-magnitude 
spread in mean cloud water content between different climate models (Stephens et al. 2002), despite them all 
being constrained by observed top-of-atmosphere fluxes. Ice clouds represent the largest uncertainty as there 
are currently no reliable global observations of ice water content (IWC). In Cloudnet three techniques have 
been developed to retrieve IWC, supplementing the radar reflectivity by either lidar backscatter (Donovan 
2003, Tinel et al. 2005), Doppler velocity (the radar-only RadOn method; Delanoe et al. 2005) or 
temperature (Hogan et al. 2006). While the radar-lidar method is expected to be the most accurate, the 
attenuation of the lidar signal means that it is only applicable to around 10% of the ice clouds over the 
Cloudnet sites. Comparisons between the methods indicate a substantial degree of scatter, although for the 
higher values of IWC they report approximately the same long-term mean values. 
We therefore use the RadOn and radar-temperature methods for long-term evaluation of models. Care has 
been taken to ensure that periods with rain at the surface have been excluded from the analysis, as on such 
occasions the radar tends to be significantly attenuated by the melting layer, the rain drops and a layer of 
water on the radar itself. Hence the comparisons that follow are predominantly of non-precipitating ice 
clouds, but note that the radar-temperature method has been applied to precipitating ice clouds using a longer 
wavelength radar (Hogan et al. 2006). Figure 4.1 depicts a month of IWC from the radar-temperature 
method, together with the values in five of the forecast models. 
The left four panes of Fig 4.2 compare observed RadOn PDFs of IWC with four of the models in three height 
ranges. Note that these PDFs are normalized by the occurrence of ice cloud in each model, such that that the 
area under each graph is the same. It can be seen that between 3 and 8 km, where the comparisons are likely 
to be most robust, the Met Office mesoscale model, ECMWF and RACMO reproduce the distributions with 
considerable accuracy. As with liquid water content, the Meteo-France model tends simulate too narrow a 
distribution of IWC, most likely because it is the only model of the four that has an entirely diagnostic cloud 
scheme. In the ranges 0-3 km and 8-12 km, greater deviations from the observations are evident, although it 
should be noted that above 8 km the comparison is less reliable as there are believed to be a significant 
fraction of ice clouds above this altitude that the radar does not detect. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that similar 
behaviour in the models is observed in all seasons. 
The right two panels of Fig. 4.2 evaluate the mean IWC and frequency of occurrence for the Met Office 
mesoscale model using the radar-temperature method. It can be seen that the mean IWC is remarkably well 
predicted, although above 8 km it is necessary to compare the model after modification to remove those 
clouds that would not be detected by the radar (red line), rather than the unmodified model (magenta line). 
The grey line shows the model including periods of rain, and is similar enough to the magenta line to suggest 
that removing rain events has not substantially biased the comparison. Full yearly and monthly plots for the 
radar-temperature method are available on the Cloudnet web site. 
We now summarise the performance of the IWC simulation in each model. 
ECMWF model. In general the mean ice water content (IWC) versus height in the model agrees with the 
observations to within their error. However, as with LWC, this belies a tendency to overestimate frequency 
of occurrence by up to a factor of two and underestimate amount when present (i.e. the in-cloud mean IWC) 
by the same amount. 
Met Office mesoscale model. Generally the frequency of ice occurrence with IWC>10-5 g m-3 is accurate 
below 4 km but too high above (Figure 4.2). The mean amount when present and overall mean IWC are 
generally accurate to within the uncertainties in the observations, although at Palaiseau they appear to be 
overestimated.  
Met Office global model. Mean amount when present is overestimated by typically up to a factor of 2, while 
frequency of occurrence is too low below 5 km (~50% of the observations) and too high above (>110% of 
the observations). This leads to overall mean IWC being too high. The PDF is skewed high. 
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Figure 4.2 (right four panels) PDFs of IWC from four of the models and from the RadOn algorithm, at three 
height ranges over all three Cloudnet site; note that these are normalized by ice cloud occurrence such that 
the area under each line is the same. Note that Met-Office refers to the global version of the model. (left 
two panels) Mean IWC and frequency of IWC > 10-5 g m-3 for the Met Office mesoscale model and the 
reflectivity-temperature algorithm. 

 

Figure 4.1. Comparison of observed ice water content (using the reflectivity-temperature method) at 
Chilbolton for the month of October 2003 (top row), and the corresponding forecasts by the Met Office 
mesoscale model, ECMWF, Meteo France, RACMO and SMHI. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of normalized PDFs of IWC (from the RadOn algorithm) as a function of season: 
December-February (DJF), March-May (MAM), June-August (JJA) and September-November (SON).  

Meteo-France ARPEGE model. Before April 2003 the errors were again substantial. Since April 2003, the 
frequency of IWC>10-5 g m-3  is too low by 20-50%, while mean amount when present is accurate above 5-6 
km but a factor of two too low below, leading to a similar error in the mean. The PDF is similarly too narrow 
compared to the observations. The inclusion of snow in the cloud fraction comparison (in the same way to 
ECMWF) may lead to improved performance. 
KNMI RACMO model. Frequency of occurrence of IWC>10-5 g m-3  is overestimated by around a factor of 
2 between 1-7 km, while mean amount when present is underestimated by a similar amount but with an 
increasing underestimate at increasing height. This leads to agreement in mean IWC to within the error of the 
observations below 6 km. Normally the radar sensitivity means that it is difficult to evaluate high clouds in 
models, but we can say that high cloud mean IWC is definitely underestimated as even without filtering the 
model to remove cirrus undetectable by radar, the mean IWC is underestimated at these heights. 
SMHI RCA model. Mean IWC is overestimated by a factor of 2-3 between 1 and 10 km due to an 
overestimate of both frequency of occurrence and mean amount when present. 
DWD model. Below 6 km, mean IWC is underestimated by around a factor of 2, due to an underestimate of 
the mean amount when present; frequency of occurrence is reasonably well simulated. Above 6 km, IWC is 
consistent between the observations and models, given the uncertainties associated with high-cloud 
detection. 

5. Analysis of cloud fraction by meteorological regime 
M. E. Brooks and D. R. Wilson (Met Office) 
The Cloudnet comparisons provide very useful information about the biases in models, but it can be difficult 
to determine the cause of the various errors that have been uncovered. However, the utility of the mean 
profiles of cloud fraction, and other retrieved quantities, has been enhanced by the use of the model forecast 
of the meteorological parameters to categorize the profiles. This categorization uses the vertical velocity at 
300 hPa and 750 hPa, smoothed with a 3-hour running mean, from the UK Met Office Mesoscale, the 
ECMWF and Meteo-France models. These data are normalized, so as to be inter-comparable, and averaged 
to form an ensemble mean vertical velocity that is split into descending, neutral and ascending terciles of 
the distribution. Above the boundary layer, cloud is generally found in the ascending tercile of this 
distribtution. To categorize the boundary layer the same process is applied to the gradient of potential 
temperature between 950 hPa and 1000 hPa, yielding three boundary-layer classes of stable, neutral and 
convective.  
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Figure 5.1: Mean cloud fraction profiles from the Cloudnet observations and the model profiles 
over the entire Cloudnet period, at all sites, where the profiles have been categorized into distinct 
meteorological regimes based on the vertical velocities at high and low levels and the boundary 
layer stability.  

Combining these criteria yield twelve different meteorological regimes.  The mean observed and modelled 
cloud fraction profiles for these regimes are shown in Fig. 5.1. In general the response of the model cloud 
schemes to the meteorological regime is the same as in the observed clouds, although the technique allows 
particular differences to be highlighted, such as the fact that the overestimate of low-level cloud in the 
ECMWF model for convective and neutral boundary layers is not present in stable boundary-layer 
conditions. 

6. Cloud fraction skill scores 
R. J. Hogan (University of Reading) 
The comparisons so far have evaluated the climatology of the model, not the quality of the specific forecast. 
For this we use skill scores. Firstly the observed and modelled cloud fraction values are converted to binary 
fields using a threshold cloud fraction value. Then a contingency table is constructed, containing the number 
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of times cloud occurred both in observations and model (A), the times cloud occurred neither in the 
observations nor the model (D), and the times that it occurred in the model or the observations but not both 
(B and C); this is shown for a month-long evaluation of the Met Office mesoscale model in Fig. 6.1 (the 
same month as in Figs. 1.1 and 4.1). Numerous skill scores can be calculated from the values A-D but to be 
useful they should ideally have the properties that they are independent of the frequency of occurrence of the 
event, and that a random forecast should produce a score of zero. Most simple scores such as hit rate and 
false alarm rate (e.g. Mace et al. 1997) have neither of these properties, so we have used the Equitable Threat 
Score (ETS) and the Log-Odds Ratio, which have been found to vary only weakly with cloud fraction 
threshold, and produce zero for a random forecast. Equitable threat score is defined as (A-E)/(A+B+C-E), 
where E is the number of hits that occurred by chance, given by E=(A+B)*(A+C)/(A+B+C+D). A perfect 
forecast would have an ETS of 1.  

Model cloud

Model clear-sky D: Clear-sky hitC: Miss

B: False alarmA: Cloud hit

D: Clear-sky hitC: Miss

B: False alarmA: Cloud hit

Observed cloud   Observed clear-sky  

 

Figure 6.1. Comparison of cloud occurrence in the observations and in the Met Office model, for October 
2003 at Chilbolton, with the meanings of the colours indicated in the table. Gray indicates missing data in 
either observations or model; these areas are not considered in the subsequent analysis. 

 

Figure 6.2. Equitable threat score for forecasts of cloud fraction greater than 0.05, versus time, for seven 
models at the Cabauw site, together with the persistence and climatology forecasts.  

Figure 6.2 shows the evolution of ETS at Cabauw for the full period of the Cloudnet observations from 
August 2001 to June 2005, using a threshold cloud fraction of 0.05. To put these numbers in context, also 
shown are the scores obtained for persistence and climatology forecasts. The persistence forecast uses 
the cloud observed 24 hours previously as the forecast. Note that the lead-time for most of the models is 
around 24 hours. The climatology forecast uses the monthly mean cloud fraction as a function of height as 
the forecast. There is distinct evidence for more skilful forecasts in winter than summer, presumably due to 
the greater difficulty in representing convective than stratiform systems. For a cloud fraction threshold of 
0.05, the scores for ECMWF and KNMI RACMO are very similar, presumably because RACMO forecasts 
are initialised from ECMWF analyses. 
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Figure 6.3 shows the degradation of cloud 
fraction forecast skill as a function of forecast 
lead-time for the two models for which the full 
forecasts were available. The period under 
consideration is 2004. As might be expected, the 
Met Office mesoscale model performs better at 
the UK site of Chilbolton than at the other 
European sites, while the DWD model performs 
better at the German site of Lindenberg than at 
the other sites. The rate of decrease of skill is 
approximately the same in the two models, and 
is rather more rapid than the rate at which the 
accuracy of the prediction of 500 mb 
geopotential height decreases, the more usual 
variable for quantifying forecast skill. Given that 
cloud and precipitation are much more what 
model forecasts are used for, this suggests that 
cloud fraction skill scores would be a valuable 
additional means of routinely assessing the 
quality of weather forecasts. 

7. Comparison between observed and modelled convective cloud development  
D. Josset, J. Pelon, A. Protat, M. Haeffelin and D. Bouniol (IPSL) 
A case study has been conducted on the period from March 22, 2004 to March 26, 2004, in a period of time 
when Europe was under the influence of a northerly synoptic flow.   

  

Figure 7.1. (a) Surface pressure at 00 UTC and (b) AVHRR image in channel 5 (IR) at 11.46 UTC on 24 
March 2004.  

The meteorological situation in Fig. 7.1a shows that the flow over the Cloudnet area was dominated by the 
presence of a high pressure system west of Ireland and a low pressure over northern Italy. This dipole did not 
evolve much at the beginning of the period under consideration, leading to the observed cold air and unstable 
conditions. The soundings performed in Trappes over the two days at 12 UTC are given in Figure 7.2. They 
show that the lifting condensation level is close to 1 km. CAPE (convective available potential energy) is 
much larger on the 22nd than on the 24th allowing for deeper cloud development on the first day (6000 m) 
than the second (1500m), assuming no boundary layer heating. In fact, due to the heating of the surface as 
the low level stratiform cloud breaks, the CAPE increased during the day, allowing for a more pronounced 
cloud development. It is thus important to check how models behave with respect to the cloud development 
reflecting a more or less adequate heating and development of the boundary layer. 

 

Figure 6.3. Equitable threat score for a cloud fraction 
threshold of 0.05 as a function of forecast lead-time for 
the Met Office mesoscale and DWD model at Chilbolton, 
Cabauw, Palaiseau and Lindenberg during 2004. 
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Figure 7.2. Soundings performed at Trappes (close to Palaiseau) on 22 March 2004 (left) and 24 March 
2004 (right). 

 

Figure 7.3. Daytime evolution of cloud vertical structure as obtained from total water distribution models 
and as observed from the SIRTA radar at Palaiseau on 22 March 2004.  

The observed and modelled total cloud contents (TWC = LWC + IWC) are reported in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 for 
the 22 and 24 March, respectively. One can see on these figures that the three models give different results in 
terms of TWC, and that differences are also observed in cloud development with respect to radar 
measurements. Precipitation corresponds to the high reflectivity regions in the radar signal. These differences 
are emphasized in Figure 7.5, where the cloud top altitude is defined from a threshold in TWC in the models 
and in the radar reflectivity and lidar (not shown in Fig. 7.4). It is seen in Fig. 7.5 that radar and lidar give 
comparable results on the 24th, which was not expected due to the high TWC, but the clouds are horizontally 
less homogeneous. 
Cloud top heights observed in the mid-afternoon are comparable to observations on the 22th, but the onset of 
the more convective phase is different between models and between models and observations. Results also 
show differences between the modelled and observed heights on the 24 March. This shows that in most cases 
the dynamics of the boundary layer in the phase of stratiform cloud evolution is not very well represented 
leading to significant differences in the development of clouds in the convection phase. 

Temperature
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Figure 7.4. Daytime evolution of cloud vertical structure as obtained from total water distribution models 
and as observed from SIRTA radar at Palaiseau on 22 March 2004.  

  

Figure 7.5. Cloud top defined from the total water content threshold in the models, compared to the values 
from the radar and lidar. Note the different vertical scale in the two panels.  

8. Cloud area versus volume 
M. E. Brooks (Met Office), R. J. Hogan and A. J. Illingworth (University of Reading) 
Cloud fraction is an essential variable needed by models when grid boxes are partially filled with clouds. It is 
always assumed that the fraction of the volume of the grid box (Cv) that is saturated is also the fraction of the 
grid box area (Ca) that is cloud covered and controlling the radiative fluxes. The illustration in Fig. 8.1 
shows that this is only true if the clouds have vertically oriented edges, but in general Ca>Cv.   A one-year 
Chilbolton data set has been analysed to quantify the size of this effect as a function of grid box dimensions 
and the results are shown in Fig. 8.2 for grid boxes with a vertical height of 720 m.  Clearly, there is no 
difference in Ca and Cv for totally clear or totally cloud grid box, but for a box with the volume half filled 
with cloud (Cv=0.5) the horizontally projected area of cloud is nearly 80%, on average. Analytical 
expressions to correct for the underestimate of Ca by Cv as a function of grid box size and wind shear have 
been derived from the data (Brooks et al. 2005) and the values of these expressions are also plotted in Fig. 
8.2 and can be seen to capture the behaviour well. This correction factor could be easily applied in models. 
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(above) Figure 8.1. Schematic illustrating the 
difference between cloud fraction by volume (Cv) 
and by area (Ca).  

(right) Figure 8.2. Observed mean relationship 
between Cv and Ca for 720-m-deep gridboxes, and 
the parameterised relationship between the two. 

 

9. Ice cloud inhomogeneities 
R. J. Hogan and A. J. Illingworth (University of Reading) 
Cloud variability on scales smaller than the gridbox size of numerical forecast and climate models is 
important in determining the radiative effects of clouds, but is not represented by most current models, which 
assume a uniform distribution of water content in the cloudy part of the grid box. Satellite observations have 
previously been used to characterize the horizontal variability of liquid water clouds, but there is a need to 
characterize the variability of ice clouds. Figure 9.1 shows an inhomogeneous ice cloud observed by the 
Chilbolton radar, together with the fractional variance of IWC derived from it. The cloud has the greatest 
fractional variance at cloud top where the wind shear is low, but the variance rapidly decreases in the higher 
shear region lower in the cloud due to the associated horizontal homogenisation. Figure 9.2 shows PDFs of 
IWC at three different heights for the data in Fig. 9.1, averaging for a time equivalent to a 50-km gridbox. 
The superimposed lines demonstrate that the PDF may be represented adequately by either a lognormal or a 
gamma distribution. 
Figure 9.3a shows the fractional variance derived from 18 months of radar data, as a function of both gridbox 
size and wind shear. It can be seen that the variance increases with gridbox size up to a scale of around 50 
km, but decreases with increasing wind shear. Empirical fits to this behaviour have been reported by Hogan 
and Illingworth (2003), and are useful for the newer GCM cloud schemes that have the capability to 
represent sub-grid cloud variability, such as Tompkins (2002). Similarly, Fig. 9.3b depicts the mean vertical 
decorrelation length of the inhomogeneities versus gridbox size and wind shear, indicating clearly the effect 
of increased wind shear to reduce the degree of vertical overlap of structures in the IWC field. 

 

Figure 9.1. (left) Radar reflectivity factor from Chilbolton through a thick ice cloud; (right) the 
corresponding mean fractional variance of ice water content (fIWC) derived from the radar data. 
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Figure 9.2. PDFs of IWC at various heights for the data shown in Fig. 9.1, together with best-fit lognormal 
and gamma distributions. Also shown are values of the IWC fractional variance, fIWC.  

Figure 9.3. (a) Fractional 
variance of ice water 
content as a function of 
gridbox size and wind 
shear, derived from 18 
months of data. The 
dashed lines show an 
empirical fit to the data 
from Hogan and 
Illingworth (2003); (b) 
the same but for the 
vertical decorrelation 
length.  

 

10. Ice density statistics as a function of cloud altitude and thickness 
J. Delanoë and A. Protat (IPSL) 
Ice particle density and area are important in models due to their influence on the radiative properties of 
clouds, as well as microphysical processes such as aggregation and sedimentation. The radar-only method 
(RadOn) developed by IPSL during Cloudnet allows one to estimate the most representative ice particle 
density-diameter (D) and area-diameter A(D) relationships for a given ice cloud. This is achieved through a 
comparison of different theoretical realizations of the terminal fall velocity-reflectivity (VT-Z) power-law 
relationship using different (D)-A(D) models with the VT-Z relationship measured for a given cloud by the 
cloud radars. Figure 10.1 presents statistics of the resulting (D) versus A(D) relationships for all the three 
Cloudnet sites. Superimposed on these are three common (D) / A(D) combinations for comparison: (BF) 
aggregates from Brown and Francis (1995); (HC) hexagonal columns and (HP) hexagonal plates, both from 
Mitchell (1996). From this figure it appears that there are two main statistical families in mid-latitude clouds, 
corresponding to aggregates (a little bit less obviously for Chilbolton) and to pristine crystals (both HC and 
HP), which is in agreement with in-situ observations. 
In order to relate these two (D) / A(D) families to different cloud characteristics, this statistic has been 
repeated in Fig. 10.2 as a function of cloud altitude (midlevel clouds between 3 and 8 km height, and high-
altitude clouds between 8 and 12 km) and its geometrical thickness. This figure shows that for the midlevel 
clouds the pristine crystals are essentially found within clouds of thickness less than 2 km, while the 
occurrence of aggregates progressively increases for clouds of increasing thickness (from 2 to 4 km thick), 
which appears consistent with CPI in-situ observations. For the high-altitude clouds, we essentially find 
cloud depths less than 2 km, for which again the (D) / A(D) corresponding to the pristine crystals are the 
most statistically relevant. For the very few cases where high-altitude cloud depth is larger than 2 km, there 
is a progressive shift towards the (D) / A(D) corresponding to aggregates. 
From this statistical analysis, different ways to parameterise the coefficients of the ice crystal density-
diameter relationship ( (D) = a

 

Db ) have been studied. First, we have evaluated the dependency of the two 
coefficients of the (D) relationship as a function of temperature, cloud top height, and cloud thickness. Only 
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cloud thickness ( ) seems to provide a constraint on the coefficients of the (D) relationship, as shown in 
Figure 10.3. From this figure we have derived the following parameterisation:  

a ( ) = 0.003851  + 0.000255 
b ( ) = 0.135731

 
 1.387065  

Several combinations of two-parameter parameterisations have been analysed. It seems that the only 
promising two-parameter combination is to use both cloud thickness and cloud top height, as illustrated in 
Fig. 10.4.  

 

Figure 10.1. Ice particle effective density versus projected area as derived from Doppler radar observations 
at Palaiseau, Cabauw and Chilbolton. 

 

Figure 10.2. As Fig. 10.1 but for clouds centred in the range 3-8 km (left column) and 8-12 km (right 
column). Each row corresponds to a different cloud thickness, indicated to the left of the panels.   
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Figure 10.3. Coefficients a

 

and b

 

in a density-diameter relationship, versus cloud thickness, as derived by 
Doppler radar. 

 

Figure 10.4. The colours show the probability density of the coefficients a (left figure) and b (right figure) 
in a density-diameter relationship, as a function of cloud altitude (ordinate) and cloud thickness (abscissa). 
The black contours indicate the number of points.   

One can see that the behaviour is different for geometrical thicknesses smaller and larger than 2 km.  
Nevertheless, coincident in-situ and vertically-pointing radar observations need to be analysed from case 
studies of past field campaigns in order to estimate the errors arising from the use of such relationships 
instead of the true (D) to compute microphysical cloud properties such as IWC.  

11. Evaluating a change in the Meteo-France cloud scheme using both Cloudnet and 
synoptic observations  
J.-M. Piriou and R. J. Hogan (Meteo-France) 
The cloud cover in models has traditionally been evaluated by comparison with total cloud cover from 
human observations at synoptic stations.  Figure 11.1 shows a comparison of synoptic reports with 
cloudiness in the Meteo-France model from 2000 to 2005. Between 2003 and 2005 two major changes were 
introduced in to the cloud scheme that were designed and tuned to improve cloud radiative forcings and 
improve the capability of predicting winter cyclogenesis.  Figure 11.1 suggests that the result of these 
changes is a marked worsening in the representation of total cloud cover. 
This is in stark contrast to the comparison with the vertical profiles in cloud fraction derived from Cloudnet 
data. Figure 11.2 depicts the cloud fraction from the model in April 2003, in which the sudden change in 
behaviour can be seen. Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show a corresponding dramatic improvement in performance 
between 2002 and 2004. Before April 2003, the frequency of occurrence of cloud was around 50% too high, 
but the mean amount when present was only 20-25% of the observed values, with the result (shown in Fig. 
11.3) that the model predicted only a third to a half of the observed mean cloud fraction below 8 km. There 
was an associated very poor representation of the PDF. After April 2003 the change in the scheme resulted in 
a substantial improvement in both the mean profiles and the PDFs. 
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Figure 11.2. Cloud fraction versus height for the Meteo-France model over Chilbolton in April 2003, 
demonstrating clearly the change in cloud scheme in the middle of the month.  

 

Figure 11.1. (left)  RMS error and (right) bias in the total monthly-mean percentage cloudiness 
predicted by the Meteo-France ARPEGE model against synoptic observations over all French SYNOP 
stations. The different curves address the prediction range: 12 h (pink), 24 h (cyan), 36 h (red), 48h  
(blue), 60 h  (black), 72 h  (orange). 

  

Figure 11.3. (left) Comparison 
of mean cloud fraction between 
the Meteo-France model and the 
Cabauw observations in 2002, 
and (right) the corresponding 
PDFs of cloud fraction for 
boundary-layer cloud. 

  

Figure 11.4. (left) Comparison 
of mean cloud fraction between 
the Meteo-France model and the 
Cabauw observations in 2004, 
and (right) the corresponding 
PDFs of cloud fraction for 
boundary-layer cloud. 
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At first glance it is difficult to reconcile the two sources of information; the synoptic observations indicate a 
fall in the amount of cloud in the model, while the Cloudnet observations show a distinct increase. However, 
one of the changes made to the model was to switch from a random overlap scheme to the more up-to-date 
maximum-random overlap. Random overlap is known to result in a substantial overestimate of total cloud 
cover given a profile of cloud fraction values (e.g. Hogan and Illingworth 2000), but it seems that before 
April 2003 the cloud cover was underestimated to just the right extent that the total cloud cover was correct, 
on average. After this time, the increase in cloud fraction does not seem to have been enough to counter the 
reduction in total cloud cover associated with moving to a maximum-random overlap scheme. The current 
underestimate in total cloud cover evident in Fig. 11.1 could be due to the residual underestimate in cloud 
fraction, the fact that radar observations have shown that the maximum-random assumption tends to 
somewhat underestimate total cloud cover (Hogan and Illingworth 2000), or indeed to errors in human-
observed cloud cover. This example shows just how misleading can be the use of total cloud cover alone, 
and the need to evaluate cloud fraction objectively as a function of height using radars and lidars, as well as 
to ensure that the correct overlap scheme is in use.  

12. Changes to the Met Office cloud scheme 
D. R. Wilson (Met Office) 
There are several areas of ongoing 
work in the Met Office to investigate 
how improvements may be 
implemented in the model cloud 
scheme to bring it into closer 
agreement with the Cloudnet 
observations. This is part of a larger 
activity to implement the new PC2 
cloud scheme, in which cloud fraction 
is to be carried as a prognostic 
variable. In this section we outline 
two of these areas. 
It was shown in Fig. 3.1c that there 
was a substantial bias in the Met 
Office model occurrence of mixed-
phase clouds, with too many clouds 
warmer than 10 C containing liquid 
water, but too few of the colder 
clouds containing liquid water. The 
scheme makes an assumption regarding the sub-grid overlap of the liquid and ice phases, and at the time of 
that comparison, random overlap was assumed. This is believed to result in an overestimate of the 
coexistence of liquid and ice, with the result that the liquid is depleted too rapidly by the Bergeron-Findeisen 
process. Indeed, recent aircraft observations have also revealed that liquid water tends to occur in the form of 
isolated pockets within an ice cloud, and a relatively small interface between the two phases. Hence it would 
seem that minimum overlap between liquid and ice is more likely. Figure 12.1 shows the result of 
implementing minimum overlap in both the current (HadGAM) and new (PC2) cloud schemes, in which it 
can be seen that both result in a substantial increase in the occurrence of supercooled water at temperatures 
below 10 C, bringing the model much closer to observations compared to Fig. 3.1c. 
A persistent feature of the comparison of cloud fraction from Cloudnet observations with the Met Office 
model is the difficulty the model has at simulating 100% cloud fraction. This is most severe at mid-levels, as 
shown in Fig. 1.4d, but is also evident at low levels. Currently the Met Office has a single prognostic 
variable for the mixing ratio of water vapour plus liquid water, reflecting the fact that there is a rapid 
exchange between them depending on the local temperature. Cloud fraction is diagnosed by assuming that 
sub-grid fluctuations in humidity follow a triangular distribution, and working out the fraction of the grid box 
that is saturated. The width of the distribution is described by RHcrit , the gridbox-mean relative humidity 
at which cloud first appears. Not only can one change the cloud fraction distribution by adjusting RHcrit, but 
the shape of the PDF can be changed. Indeed, aircraft observations by Wood and Field suggest that a top-hat 
distribution might be more appropriate than triangular, equivalent to considering a variable RHcrit. Figure 
12.2 shows the PDFs of cloud fraction that ensue from a number of alternative formulations for the humidity  

 

Figure 12.1. Fraction of the time in which clouds in a given 5-K 
temperature band contain liquid, for the Met Office global model in 
December-February: (left) the standard HadGAM cloud scheme, 
(right) the new PC2 scheme. The stars represent the observations 
shown in Fig. 3.1c. 
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distribution. Closer agreement with Cloudnet observations can indeed by achieved using a top-hat 
distribution. To demonstrate the subsequent effect on global cloud distributions, Fig. 12.3 shows the mean 
June-August cloud cover using the top-hat distribution and the difference from the triangular distribution. 

13. New effective radius parameterization based on Cloudnet and ARM data 
G.-J. van Zadelhoff and D. P. Donovan (KNMI) 
In many atmospheric models ice cloud effective radius, Reff, is treated as a function of temperature. Usually a 
single function is used globally. Analyses of two years of Cloudnet data have revealed that a significant 
correlation between average effective particle size, temperature and IWC does exist. The relationship found 
for the Cloudnet data (the Cabauw and Chilbolton results were nearly identical in this regard) is qualitatively 
similar to that found for the ARM data (Donovan 2003 & van Zadelhoff et al. 2004), that is, the average 
value of Reff was found to increase with both increasing temperature and IWC.  However, as shown in Fig. 
13.1, our results indicate that the same Reff-vs-Temperature (or even Reff-vs-T and/or IWC) relationship 
cannot accurately represent the observed relationship over both the Cloudnet and ARM sites. However, it 
was found that the mean profiles of Reff as a function of normalized height into the cloud for different cloud 
physical thickness ranges are quite similar over all the sites considered in this study (van Zadelhoff et al. 
2004). This finding is consistent with the physical picture of particle formation near cloud top followed by 
particle growth (mainly aggregation) as the ice particles fall followed by sublimation near cloud bottom. 
Using the new findings, a new parameterization that treats ice cloud Reff as a function of cloud physical 
thickness has been formulated. The consequences of this new parameterization are currently being studied 
using RACMO (the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model used at KNMI). In Figure 13.2 (left), the 
differences in new short-wave surface forcing resulting from the new parameterization are shown. It can be 
seen that differences of up to 25 W m-2 are present. These differences are significant and point to the 
importance of accurate representations of ice cloud radiative properties in atmospheric models. Predominant 
in Fig. 13.2 are regions where the shortwave surface downward irradiance using the new parameterization is 
smaller than previously. This means that, in general, the new parameterization yields small value of Reff. 
Similarly, the results imply higher cloud top albedos. In the right panel of Fig. 13.2 the resulting new Reff-T 
distribution inside RACMO is shown. Comparing the new distribution to the original parameterization the 
mean Reff has indeed become smaller and most importantly the distribution looks very similar to the observed 
one (Fig. 13.1), even though no information of temperature was used in the parameterization.  A problem 
with the new found distribution is that the values of Reff are still larger than the observations. This is a direct 

 
(left) Figure 12.2. Variation in the PDF of liquid 
cloud fraction in the Met Office model for a number 
of different formulations of the sub-grid humidity 
distribution.   

(below) Figure 12.3. (left) Difference in June-August 
mean cloud cover between using a top-hat humidity  
distribution and a triangular distribution; (right) 
mean cloud cover for the top-hat distribution.  
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result of using the vertical resolution as a scale for the thickness parameterization. RACMO should either be 
used with a smaller vertical resolution or sub-grid size information is needed to determine the true vertical 
cloud distribution. 

 

Figure 13.1. Probability density plot of the occurrence of Reff to the observed temperature (left) and the 
current parameterization in RACMO (right). The greyscales, from dark to light, show the 10, 30, 60, 90 and 
99% probability of occurrence. The solid red line shows the mean values observed at Cabauw.    

The reason for the strong dependence of the shortwave flux on the parameterization is due to the current 
IWC determination in RACMO. The IWC calculated in RACMO is in general larger than observed  (visible 
in the comparison of yearly observed and modelled IWC from the Cabauw histograms. As the Reff drops due 
to the new parameterization, and IWC remains the same, the optical depth rises. 

 

Figure 13.2. (left) Difference in surface net short wave flux between the new and old Reff  parameterization in 
RACMO; (right) the distribution of Reff vs T in RACMO due to the new parameterization. The observed 
distribution and old parameterization are shown in Figure 13.1.  

In order to use the proposed parameterization, the IWC determination in RACMO has to be altered as well. 
In order to find out if the new parameterization is indeed closer to reality a few isolated cases were taken 
from the dataset. As an input the IWC derived from reflectivity and temperature, and the new Reff 

parameterization, were put into a single-column radiation run of RACMO. The shortwave fluxes were 
calculated and compared to the observed values at the surface. In general the shortwave fluxes are higher 
calculated with the old parameterization, while the new parameterization brings it closer to the observations.   
The testing against observed shortwave fluxes has still to continue in order to give a more quantitative 
number of the improvement using the new parameterization. As mentioned earlier, to use this 
parameterization in a real climate run the vertical resolution of the model has to either increase or a sub-grid 
scale cloud vertical extent has to be defined. Next to this the calculation of IWC has to be altered within the 
model to lower it to observed values. The big advantage of a parameterization like this is that the Reff-T 
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distribution in the model is similar to what is observed and that the parameterization does not depend on 
temperature, contrary to what is used currently in climate models. The latter can be of great influence when 
running a climate run in a warmer atmosphere. 

14. Evaluation of high cloud occurrence 
R. J. Hogan and E. J. O Connor (University of Reading) 
The mean cloud fraction derived from radar and lidar at altitudes above around 8 km is substantially less 
than that predicted by all the operational models involved in Cloudnet. There are known problems with the 
observations at these altitudes: the small particle size in high cirrus and the distance from the instruments 
means that cloud can fall below the sensitivity limit of the radar. Likewise, the lidar observations at these 
altitudes are frequently obscured by intervening low cloud and the lidar ceilometers used at most sites are not 
sufficiently sensitive to see all the cirrus, especially during the day when their sensitivity is reduced due to 
the elevated sky background. The approach in the Cloudnet model comparisons has been to remove ice cloud 
deemed undetectable by the radar, using a procedure similar to that described by Hogan et al. (2001). This 
removes a large fraction of the high cirrus in the model, bringing it into much closer agreement with the 
observations, but meaning that we are unable to truly evaluate cloud fraction at these altitudes. 
Here it is shown that by merging the ceilometer data with the measurements from a much more sensitive 
micropulse lidar, and restricting the comparison only to periods when the lidar is able to detect high clouds, 
we are able to overcome this problem and truly evaluate the occurrence of high cirrus in models. The most 
extreme example of cirrus undetectable by radar occurs in the tropics, so we use data recorded at the ARM 
site in the island of Nauru (166.9ºE, 0.3ºS), where micropulse lidar data are recorded continuously. This 
instrument has reduced sensitivity in the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere due to incomplete overlap between 
the laser and the telescope field of view, so we use lidar ceilometer data below 2 km. This combined 
backscatter product is recorded and used in the Target Categorization dataset. An example of the resulting 
detection status information is shown for a day of data in Figure 14.1. A cirrus cloud was detected by the 

lidar between 12 and 16 km during the night, which thickened at daybreak (around 19 UTC) and was seen by 
the radar as well. The sensitivity of the lidar is greatest during the night, illustrated by the enhanced detection 
of molecular scattering, possibly explaining the reduced sensitivity to the cirrus during the day compared to 
the radar. 

 

Figure 14.1. Target detection status for the ARM Nauru site on 8 October 2003. Daylight at this longitude 
occurs between approximately 19 UTC and 07 UTC.  

These observations have been used to estimate cloud fraction for comparison with the ECMWF model using 
the normal Cloudnet procedure, for October 2003. The results are depicted in Figure 14.2 and show that 
mean cloud fraction is reasonably well represented in the model up to an altitude of 10 km. Above this the 
model appears to grossly overestimate cloud fraction when compared to the observations, but this includes 
periods when the lidar would be unable to detect cloud even if it were present. The difference is even larger 
when the lidar ceilometer is used at all altitudes rather than the merged backscatter product. The usual 
procedure of removing model cloud deemed undetectable by radar (red line) removes almost all the high 
cirrus, confirming that we must rely principally on the lidar at this altitude, but that below 10 km the radar is 
likely to be sufficiently sensitive that the results are robust.  
We next perform the comparison again but include only periods when the lidar is sufficiently sensitive to 
detect all high cirrus. All periods during daylight are removed from consideration, as well as periods when 
the lidar is strongly attenuated, i.e. when liquid cloud, melting ice or rainfall are detected lower in the profile. 
Since this sampling strategy removes all liquid water clouds from the comparison, purely liquid water clouds 
are also removed from the model by setting the cloud fraction to zero whenever ice water content is less than 
10-5 g m-3.  
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Figure 14.3. Comparison of observed ice cloud fraction with the values held in the ECMWF model, 
considering only night-time periods for which the lidar was unobscured by liquid water, melting ice or rain 
lower in the profile.  

The results are shown in Figure 14.3 and a very different picture emerges compared to Figure 14.2. The 
mean high cloud fraction appears to be well captured in the model, but misplaced in altitude by 2 km. Figure 
14.3b shows that the model over-predicts the occurrence of cloud-filled boxes by around a factor of 2, with a 
corresponding underestimate of the occurrence of partially filled boxes. Figure 14.3c shows that above 16 
km the frequency that cloud fraction is greater than 0.05 is approximately correct so the discrepancy in the 
mean is due to a large overestimate in amount when present. Below 15 km the underestimate in cloud 
fraction is largely due to an underestimate of frequency of occurrence while amount when present is 
approximately correct. Below 10-12 km the procedure of removing periods of reduced lidar sensitivity will 
have reduced the sample size significantly so here the comparison of Figure 14.2 should be used instead to 
indicate biases in the model. 
A similar comparison for the following month is shown in Figure 14.4. The difference in mean cloud fraction 
bears a resemblance to Figure 14.2, but this time we can be much more confident that the comparison is valid 
and that model is strongly overestimating the occurrence of high ice cloud.  

(left) Figure 14.2. Comparison of observed mean 
cloud fraction versus height (blue line) with the 
values held in the ECMWF model (magenta line) for 
the ARM site at Nauru during October 2003. The red 
line shows the model modified to remove ice cloud 
deemed undetectable by the radar. The red dashed 
line shows the effect of adding model snow flux to 
model cloud fraction. 
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Figure 14.4. Comparison of observed ice cloud fraction with the values held in the ECMWF model, 
considering only night-time periods for which the lidar was unobscured by liquid water, melting ice or rain 
lower in the profile.  

In summary, it has been shown that using a high sensitivity lidar, and by appropriate sampling of both 
observations and models, we can overcome the radar problem of detecting high cirrus, and hence evaluate 
the performance of the models in representing this cloud. A similar result was obtained using the high-power 
lidar at Palaiseau, as discussed in the next section. This supports the need for cloud observing stations to 
continuously operate a high sensitivity lidar, rather than just a lidar ceilometer. In this study we have 
neglected the possibility of the lidar signal being strongly attenuated by clouds composed purely of ice, 
which might sometimes mean that the lidar does not penetrate completely to cloud top, although such 
optically thick clouds are likely to be detected also by radar.  The unambiguous evaluation of high cloud 
occurrence may therefore only be possible using with the arrival of spaceborne radar and lidar. 

15. Comparison of model cloud fraction with radar, lidar, and combined radar and 
lidar 
M. Haeffelin, A. Protat, Y. Morille, A. Armstrong, D. Bouniol and J. Pelon (IPSL) 
Our comparisons of cloud macrophysical properties predicted by numerical weather forecast models and 
those observed by radar and lidar remote sensing focus on three parameters or three ways of describing the 
vertical distribution of clouds in the troposphere. We look at 0-15 km vertical profiles of 

A. Frequency of cloud occurrence, computed at each vertical level as the ratio of cloudy hours at that 
level to the total number of observation hours. This tells us how often we can expect a piece of 
cloud to be present at each vertical level in the atmosphere. 

B. Relative distribution of cloud layers when clouds are present, computed at each vertical level as 
the ratio of cloudy hours at that level to the total number of cloudy model boxes (referred to as the 
vertical distribution of clouds in what follows). The integration of each profile along the vertical 

axis is thus 100%. This tells us when we have a cloudy atmosphere where the clouds tend to be 
along the vertical profile. 

C. Cloud fraction, that is, the fraction of each model grid box that is filled with clouds. For the model, 
it is computed at each vertical level directly from the ECMWF model cloud fraction parameter. For 
the observations, cloud fraction is calculated as the volume of each grid box occupied by cloud, 
rather than as the area obscured by cloud when viewed from above. 
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We use the model vertical resolution to grid all data for the comparisons. In the following analysis, each 
figure contains a reference profile (shown with black dash lines) that is derived from 24 months of hourly 
ECMWF data. Then we compare 4 model profiles to 4 observed profiles. Model profiles take into account 
two effects: biases sampling of the data and specific instrument sensitivities. Lidar signals are strongly 
attenuated by extinction through liquid water clouds and optically thick ice clouds. This Lidar instrument 
effect is accounted for by limiting the sampled height to ranges where the observed lidar signal is above a 
signal-to-noise ratio threshold. Due to limited sensitivity the 95 GHz cloud radars do not detect all thin ice 
clouds. To account for this effect, the model ice water content is converted into an equivalent 95 GHz radar 
reflectivity using the statistical relationship of Liu and Illingworth (2000). To account for this radar 
instrument effect, vertical levels for which the reflectivity is below the SIRTA cloud radar sensitivity are not 
considered in the analysis. The biased sampling effect is accounted for by sampling only the model hours 
corresponding to actual Lidar and/or Radar operating hours. As a result we find 4 sets of analyses defined as: 

1. An observed profile obtained from Lidar observations only and thus limited to the observing hours of 
the Lidar (green solid line); a model profile obtained that accounts for the Lidar instrument effect 
AND the Lidar observing hour sampling (green dash line). 

2. An observed profile obtained from Radar observations only and thus limited to the observing hours of 
the Radar (blue solid line); a model profile obtained that accounts for the Radar instrument effect 
AND the Radar observing hour sampling (blue dash line). 

3. An observed profile obtained from coincident Radar+Lidar observations only and thus limited to 
common observing hours of the Radar and Lidar (yellow solid line); a model profile obtained that 
accounts for the Radar and Lidar instrument effects AND the Radar and Lidar common observing 
hour sampling (yellow dash line). 

4. An observed profile obtained from all possible Radar and Lidar observations and thus including both 
coincident and non coincident observing hours of the Radar and Lidar (red solid line); a model profile 
obtained that accounts for the Radar and/or Lidar instrument effects depending on operation AND the 
total Radar and Lidar observing hour sampling (yellow dash line). 

Figure 15.1a shows a comparison of parameter A (Frequency of cloud occurrence) for analyses of type (1) 
and (2), corresponding to Lidar only and Radar only. We observe the following: 

 

For low altitude clouds (below 3 km): the model tend to greatly overestimate the number of 
occurrences of clouds compared to both radar and lidar observations. This could be due to high 
frequency of very small cloud fractions (less than 5%) that weigh too much on the cloud occurrence. 
The altitude of peak occurrence is consistent between observations and model to about +/- 300 m. 

 

Mid-altitude clouds (3<h<7 km): consistency between clouds observed by radar and simulated clouds 
is better than for low clouds because very small cloud fractions are much less frequent. Profiles from 
simulated data don t show an altitude of peak occurrence but rather a flat distribution in the 3-7 km 
range. 

 

High-altitude clouds (>7 km): Above 8 km radar observations are low by about 50% compared to 
simulations. Lidar-based simulations reveal a peak in the high-altitude cloud distribution around 9 km, 
while lidar observations places the peak in the 10-12 km range. Some consistency is found in the lidar 
model and observations to say that clouds occur frequently in altitudes above 10 km. 

Figure 15.1b shows a comparison of parameter A (Frequency of cloud occurrence) for analyses of type (3) 
and (4), corresponding to combined Lidar and Radar. We observe the following: 

 

The distributions from the overlap (or combined) radar + lidar hours are heavily influenced by the 
lidar operating hours. The distributions from the cumulative (all possible) radar + lidar hours is 
strongly weighted by the radar hours. 

 

For low altitude clouds (below 3 km): the model tend to greatly overestimate the number of 
occurrences of clouds compared to both radar and lidar observations. This could be due to high 
frequency of very small cloud fractions (less than 5%) that weigh too much on the cloud occurrence. 
The altitude of peak occurrence is consistent between observations and model to about +/- 300 m. 

 

Mid-altitude clouds (3<h<7 km): consistency between clouds observed by combined radar+lidar and 
simulated clouds is better than for low clouds because very small cloud fractions are much less 
frequent. Profiles from simulated data don t show an altitude of peak occurrence but rather a flat 
distribution in the 3-7 km range. 

 

High-altitude clouds (>7 km): Overlap and cumulative distributions are more consistent with one 
another than radar and lidar alone. The observed cumulative distribution suffers from the same 
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instrument sensitivity problem as the radar alone. The observed overlap distribution reveals very 
frequent occurrence of high clouds, due to the lidar contribution.   

  

Figure 15.1. Frequency of cloud occurrence  

Figure 15.2a shows a comparison of parameter B (Vertical distribution of clouds) for analyses of type (1) 
and (2), corresponding to Lidar only and Radar only. We observe the following: 

 

Low altitude clouds (<3km): Very good consistency between observed and model radar up to about 4 
km. Not affected by instrument effect. Time sampling is biasing the distribution. Lidar observations 
produce significantly less very-low altitude clouds (<1 km). 

 

Mid-altitude clouds (3<h<7km): Both radar and lidar observations reveal a larger relative importance 
of mid-altitude clouds compared to simulations (about 30% more).   

 

High-altitude clouds (>7 km): Region of largest discrepancies. Radar-only shows virtually no 
contribution from clouds above 10 km to the distribution, while the Lidar-only shows predominant 
occurrence. Where is the truth? Model simulation show similar contributions from clouds in the 5-to-
10 km range.   

Figure 15.2b shows a comparison of parameter B (Vertical distribution of clouds) for analyses of type (3) 
and (4), corresponding to combined Lidar and Radar. We observe the following: 

 

For low-altitude and mid-level clouds, comparisons are similar to those obtained in Figure 2a. 

 

High altitude clouds: Relative occurrences of such clouds are shown in both observations and models. 
The common Radar+Lidar hours (yellow line) are similar to lidar hours of operation. The relative 
occurrence of high clouds is not as prominent because of larger occurrence of low altitude clouds 
(radar contribution). Curves from all hours of operation (red line) are heavily weighted by radar hours. 
They also reveal a large relative occurrence of high altitude clouds.   

 

Figure 15.2. Vertical distribution of clouds  

Next we analyze parameter C (Cloud fraction). Note that the cloud fraction is calculated as the volume of 
each grid box occupied by cloud, rather than as the area obscured by cloud when viewed from above. 
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Figure 15.3a shows a comparison of parameter C (Cloud fraction) for analyses of type (1) and (2), 
corresponding to Lidar only and Radar only. We observe the following: 

 
Low altitude clouds (<3 km): Simulations reveal a peak of CF just below 1 km that is not seen in 
either lidar or radar observations. The lidar sampling is biased towards situations with lower CF. This 
sampling effect is consistent in the simulations and observations. 

 
Mid-altitude clouds (3<h<7km): Just as for the other parameters, CF is underestimated in the 
simulations compared to observations. 

 

High altitude clouds (>7km): Radar-only shows CF close to 0 for altitudes above 10 km, due to 
instrument sensitivity, while simulations show significant CF to about 12 km. In the lidar data, the 
peak cloud fraction is at the 9-10 km level in both observations and simulation. CF decreases to 0 at 
about 13 km. 

Figure 15.3b shows a comparison of parameter C (Cloud fraction) for analyses of type (3) and (4), 
corresponding to combined Lidar and Radar. We observe the following: 

 

Low altitude clouds (<3 km): Observed CF from combined radar+lidar data fall in between the two 
simulated curve, which is consistent with what is seen in Figure 3a.  

 

High altitude clouds (>7km): We find good consistency between observations and simulations for 
cloud layers above 10 km. However simulations reveal a strong peak in the 8-10 km range that is not 
present in the combined radar+lidar observations.  

 

Figure 15.3. Cloud fraction by volume 

16. Ice water content means: accounting for conditional sampling 
M. E. Brooks and D. R. Wilson (Met Office) 
The reliability of the radar ice water content (IWC) retrieval, using radar reflectivity and temperature, 
enables a mean IWC to be observed over the entire Cloudnet period, using all three of the main Cloudnet 
site, which can be compared with the model IWC as shown in Fig. 16.1. Comparing the model IWC with the 
observations, including all events with an unknown attenuation due to liquid water cloud and rain (black 
dashed line) shows that, with the exception of the Meteo-France model, the model profiles appear to have a 
much larger IWC than is observed. This is likely to due to the attenuation of the radar beam through liquid 
water clouds or rain reducing the reducing the radar return (and therefore the retrieved IWC) in the clouds 
above. In order to make a more reliable comparison between the observed and modelled IWC these events 
have been excluded from the analysis (the solid black line in Figs. 16.1 and 16.2) so reducing the mean IWC 
significantly and the model profiles in Figs. 16.2 have been be filtered to account for this conditional 
sampling. 
The filtering technique, developed as part of Cloudnet, mimics the effect of excluding precipitation in the 
observed IWC profiles by normalizing the distributions of both the model and observed distributions of 
surface rainfall rates and determining, varying with the normalized surface rainrate, the proportion of IWC 
events which are removed from the observations by filtering the unknown attenuation events. An example of 
this proportion, varying with the (un-normalised) surface rainrate is shown, at an example model level at 
5.5 km, in Figure 16.3. The model IWC data are then classified according to the normalized surface rainfall 
rate and the observed proportion IWC events are randomly removed. 
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Figure 16.1: Mean Ice Water Content (IWC) 
for all sites, over the whole Cloudnet period, 
as observed and output by the models. The 
different black lines show the effect of 
including data where the radar beam has 
been attenuated by an unknown amount. 
Error bars show the uncertainty in IWC due 
to instrument calibration and the retrieval 
algorithm. 

Figure 16.2: Mean Ice Water Content (IWC) 
for all sites, over the whole Cloudnet period. 
Observations are only used when there is no 
unknown attenuation and the model IWC 
data are filtered to account for this 
conditional sampling as described below.  

Figure 16.2 shows the mean observed IWC profiles, excluding rain and unknown attenuation events, 
compared with the mean IWC from the model data, after the application of the filter. It can be seen that the 
large overestimate in the mean IWC exhibited by ECMWF, Met Office and RACMO models in Figure 16.1 
has been slightly reduced to be almost within the estimated error bars of the retrieval. The remaining 
overestimate of IWC by these models against the Cloudnet observations is approximately a factor of two, but 
could be as little as 25%. Further work is required to compare the Cloudnet IWC retrieval using radar 
reflectivity and temperature against the more sophisticated radar-lidar retrievals of IWC to reduce this 
uncertainty. 

 

Figure 16.3: Proportion of observed IWC 
events, at an example height of 5.5 km, 
removed by excluding those events with 
unknown attenuation by liquid water 
clouds and rain, varying with surface 
rainrate. 
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17. Conditional sampling and instrumental effects on the statistics of cloud 
properties    
A. Armstrong, A. Protat, D. Bouniol, J. Pelon, M. Haeffelin, Y. Morille (IPSL) 
Lidar and radar observations at SIRTA have been performed on routine schedules, based on regular hours of 
operation (e.g. 8 am to 8 pm, Monday-Friday) since October 2002. Lidar observations at SIRTA require 
periodic checks from operators and cannot be left completely unattended. As the lidar system is not protected 
from precipitation damage, it cannot operate if precipitation reaches the ground. As a result, the temporal 
sampling of lidar observations is mostly limited to daytime observations and does not sample clouds that 
produce significant precipitation. It also has to be switched off by the operator when a potential risk for 
precipitation is envisioned in the coming minutes or so. In the period October 2002 to September 2003, radar 
and lidar observations were on a very similar schedule. From October 2003 to October 2004, radar 
observations were progressively increased to 24 h per day, 7 days per week.  
The impact of this partial temporal sampling on the cloud properties statistics has been evaluated using 
numerical weather forecast model runs. For this study, we have used 24 months of hourly ECMWF cloud 
fraction parameter of the column located above Palaiseau (30-km grid box, 60 vertical levels) as the 
reference . Figure 17.1 shows the vertical profile (0-15 km) of frequency of cloud occurrence (ratio at each 

level of cloudy hours to the total number of observation hours), vertical distribution of clouds (ratio at each 
level of cloudy hours to the total number at all levels of cloudy hours), and cloud fraction (fraction of each 
model grid box that is filled with clouds). The black line (labelled CloudNet period ) corresponds to the 
reference profile obtained from the 24 months. The other profiles are derived based on the lidar, radar, 

coincident lidar-radar hours (hours when both the lidar and the radar operate), and cumulative lidar-radar 
hours (hours when either the radar or the lidar or both operate) of operations. These profiles are first shown 
without including any instrumental effect, so that the effect of partial temporal sampling is evaluated in a 
first step as a distinct source of errors.  

 

Figure 17.1: Effect of SIRTA conditional sampling on the frequency of cloud occurrence, vertical 
distribution of clouds, and cloud fraction.  

These profiles reveal that while the radar observational sampling does not cause significant biases in the 
retrieval of the vertical column, the lidar observation schedules (and hence the coincident lidar-radar hours) 
is biased towards situations with less cloudy columns (more clear-sky operations than with 24-7 sampling). 
To investigate if the bias of the lidar-only and coincident radar-lidar profiles is simply due to the limited 
number of lidar hours (2200 hrs out of a possible 15000, a ratio of about 1:7) we derived a set of the same 
profiles by regularly sampling the ECMWF data set every 7 days. This did not reproduce the biases of Fig. 
17.1, although increasing the random error (this was checked using shifted sampling), and clearly shows that 
these biases are attributable to the fact that because of damage risk from precipitation, operators favour the 
observation of atmospheric conditions with clouds of lower liquid water content.  
Additional errors are also to be expected owing to instrumental effects. The most significant effect is due to 
system sensitivity. For the lidar, the occurrence of a water cloud below an ice cloud, will lead the lidar signal 
to be generally extinguished by the scattering into the water cloud and the ice cloud will not be detected. The 
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maximum height at which the lidar signal is below the signal-to-noise ratio is therefore used in what follows 
to account for this instrumental effect. On the other hand, it is now recognised that owing to their limited 
sensitivity the cloud radars do not detect all the thin ice clouds. To account for these effects, the model ice 
water content is converted into an equivalent 95-GHz radar reflectivity using the statistical relationship of 
Liu and Illingworth (2000) and the reflectivities below the cloud radar sensitivity are removed from the radar 
hours of operations to compute new profiles of cloud occurrence and cloud fraction. The coincident and 
cumulative lidar-radar hours of operations are also recomputed from the remaining lidar and radar hours of 
operations. Figure 17.2 shows the same plots as those of Fig. 17.1, but including the loss in sensitivity for 
both instruments. This figure shows that the radar or cumulative radar-lidar profiles are the most accurate 
estimates of frequency of cloud occurrence up to 9-10 km altitude (Figure 17.2a) and of cloud fraction up to 
10 km altitude (Figure 17.2c), but then the lidar-only profile is the most accurate estimate of the frequency of 
cloud occurrence and cloud fraction between 9-10 and 13 km altitude. For the vertical distribution of clouds, 
the biases are small in all cases below 8 km altitude, while the effect of limited radar sensitivity 
progressively generates an underestimation of the vertical distribution of clouds above 7 km altitude, peaking 
at 10.5 km altitude (Figure 17.4b). Again, the lidar-only profile is the most accurate estimate of the vertical 
distribution of clouds from 8 to 12 km altitude (Figure 17.4b).  

 

Figure 17.2: Effect of SIRTA conditional sampling and instrumental effects (lidar extinction, radar 
sensitivity) on the frequency of cloud occurrence, vertical distribution of clouds, and cloud fraction.  

It is noteworthy that the same analysis using the Met Office Unified Model instead of the ECMWF model 
led to the same overall conclusions, so these results are not model-dependent. 
It is thus shown that lidar systems are required for an unbiased observation of clouds on the vertical. The 
sampling should be regular to avoid biases due to water clouds, and sensitivity should be high enough to 
detect high clouds when present. This impacts the system concept. It is to be noted that although their 
meteorological impact is expected to be small, high-altitude clouds have a strong impact on the radiation 
budget at top of atmosphere in terms of climate change, as an optical depth of 0.05 leads to a 10 W m-2  
radiative impact (Brown et al. 1995).  

18. Assessment of the microphysical and radiative importance of the ice clouds 
missed by the cloud radars      
A. Protat, J. Pelon and M. Haeffelin (IPSL) 
While studying the errors arising from sampling issues and instrumental effects on the statistics of cloud 
macrophysical characteristics, it has been obtained that cloud radars, owing to their limited sensitivity, 
missed a significant amount of the clouds situated above 8-9 km height. The impact of this effect on the 
microphysical and radiative properties statistics has been evaluated using numerical weather forecast model 
runs. For this study, we have used 24 months of hourly Met-Office, RACMO, and ECMWF ice water 
content profiles located above Cabauw (30-km grid box, 60 vertical levels) as the reference for the mean 
IWC profile. Then we have recomputed the same profiles, but removing all cloud pixels below two different 
radar sensitivity thresholds (by converting model IWCs into synthetic radar reflectivities with the Liu and 
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Illingworth (2000) IWC-Z relationship at 35 GHz). Figure 18.1 illustrates this effect for IWC and the 
Cabauw 35-GHz cloud radar, and shows the mean in-cloud IWC profiles corresponding to the clouds 
detected with the true mean radar sensitivity (curve in red) and obtained when degrading the radar sensitivity 
to that of the Palaiseau/Chilbolton cloud radars ( 45 dBZ) over the CloudNet period, and the mean in-cloud 
IWC profile when all clouds in the model outputs are included (green curve). It appears clearly that the 
sensitivity impacts in a significant manner the statistics of the microphysical cloud properties. The magnitude 
of this effect, in contrast to what has been observed for cloud occurrence and cloud fraction, is model-
dependent (larger using the ECMWF and RACMO models than using the Met Office model), but can be 
very important, especially at high altitude. However, it can be seen that the Met Office model gives the IWC 
distribution closest to the observations, with the bias staying within a factor 2 to 3 for a sensitive radar. 

 

Figure 18.1. Mean in-cloud IWC from the observations at Chilbolton and Palaiseau and three of the models. 
In addition to consideration of all the clouds in the model (green line), the red and black lines show the mean 
in-cloud values from the model after discarding all those clouds that would have a reflectivity less than 55 
dBZ and 45 dBZ (at 1 km), respectively.  

In order to evaluate the radiative importance of these clouds missed by the cloud radars, we have used the 
effective radius used in each of the radiation schemes of these three models to estimate visible extinction, 
and integrate it to determine the optical depth of the missed clouds. The histogram of these optical depths is 
given in Fig. 18.2.  

         

  

Figure 18.2. PDFs of the optical depth of the model clouds that would not be detected by a radar with a 
sensitivity of 45 dBZ at 1 km (left) and 55 dBZ at 1 km (right).  

The optical depths of the missed clouds at 45 dBZ at 1 km and 55 dBZ at 1 km are 0.02±0.06 and 
0.003±0.011, respectively. Although not very significant for the most sensitive radar, it cannot completely be 
considered negligible for the radar at 45 dBZ at 1 km; 0.025 is around 5 W m-2 for the net radiative flux. In 

Mean = 0.02 
Std = 0.06 

Mean = 0.003 
Std = 0.011 
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addition to the mean and standard deviation of optical depth, the histogram for the 45 dBZ sensitivity radar 
shows that there is a significant amount of clouds of optical depth ranging from 0.05 to 0.3.  

19. A climatology of the ice cloud properties using RadOn over the three Cloudnet 
sites 
J. Delanoë and A. Protat (IPSL)        
From the outputs of the IPSL radar-only method (RadOn) for retrieval of the properties of ice clouds, a cloud 
climatology has been built up and analysed over the three Cloudnet sites. This climatology of the cloud 
properties has been constructed as follows: the parameters of interest are the morphological properties (mean 
cloud depth, mean cloud altitude/temperature, mean cloud top height), microphysical and radiative properties 
(ice water content IWC, effective radius Re, visible extinction , terminal fall velocity of crystals VT), and 
the layer-mean microphysical and radiative properties of clouds (ice water path IWP, visible optical depth ). 
Histograms and mean vertical profiles (as a function of altitude and distance below cloud top) have been 
computed for (1) the two years over the three sites, (2) at seasonal scale using the Cabauw site (which is the 
only one for which the radar sampling was homogeneous enough over the Cloudnet period and its seasons) 
and (3) within different altitude slices (0-3 km, 3-8 km, 8-12 km for cloud thicknesses less than 4 km, and a 
special category for the clouds thicker than 4 km). 
Figure 19.1 shows the 2-year-mean in-cloud IWC for the three sites versus height (when plotted versus 
distance below cloud top a very similar picture emerges). It appears that the statistics over Chilbolton and 
Palaiseau are similar, while over Cabauw the mean is shifted towards smaller IWCs. The same conclusion is 
found for extinction and terminal fall velocity. This can be explained the fact that the Cabauw 35-GHz radar 
is 5-10 dB more sensitive than either the Chilbolton or Palaiseau 94-GHz radars, and therefore detected more 
of the tenuous ice cloud that the other radars would not have been able to detect. This is confirmed by the 
fact that when the sensitivity of the Cabauw radar is degraded to mimic the sensitivity of the Palaiseau radar 
over the two years, the agreement is much better (blue line in Fig. 19.1).  

 

Figure 19.1. Mean in-cloud IWC versus height from 
each of the three Cloudnet sites. Two profiles are 
shown for the Cabauw site, one with the full radar 
sensitivity, and Cabauw sd calculated after its 
sensitivity has been degraded to the same as the 
radar sensitivity at the other two sites.  

This clearly that the mean in-cloud IWC derived from the less sensitive radars is significantly biased towards 
larger IWCs.  When PDFs are compared, or total mean IWC values (including clear-sky values), the effect of 
radar sensitivity is much less significant (see section 4). 
Using the model data we have further evaluated the potential for remaining biases due to radar sensitivity 
(Fig. 19.2). Depending on the model, the part that is still missed by the sensitive Cabauw radar is different. 
Using the Met Office model, it appears that only above 8 km the statistics may still be biased, while 
according to the RACMO model there is a potential bias at all heights. Comparisons with observations (not 
shown) indicate that the Met-Office model is closer to observations than RACMO, so we believe that the 
right panel is likely more representative of what is missed by the Cabauw radar. 
As a result, the cloud climatology has then been constructed as follows: a reference climatology is developed 
using only the Cabauw radar with full sensitivity, while the regional variability of this climatology is studied 
using the the Palaiseau/Chilbolton radars and the Cabauw radar with degraded sensitivity.  
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Figure 19.2. Mean in-cloud IWC from the RACMO model (left) and Met Office model (right), for all clouds 
(magenta line) and after discarding clouds with a radar reflectivity factor less than a particular threshold 
value.   

Mean cloud thickness               Mean cloud height         Mean cloud top height 

 

Figure 19.3. PDFs of cloud geometric properties from the three sites.  

 

Figure 19.4. PDFs of cloud microphysical properties for the three sites: (top left) IWC, (top right) extinction 
coefficient, (bottom left) effective radius and (bottom right) terminal fall velocity. 
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In terms of cloud macrophysics, the Cabauw site seems to be different from the two others (see Fig. 19.3), 
with a larger proportion of low-level ice clouds, and a clear trend for thinner clouds (500 m thick clouds are 
two times more likely at Cabauw, while 2-3 km thick clouds are two times less likely) than at the two other 
locations. The effect of radar sensitivity is here essentially observed on the cloud top height statistics, with a 
larger amount of higher cloud tops (8-12 km) with the full radar sensitivity, which is not surprising. 
The cloud microphysical statistics are presented in Fig. 19.4. Some regional variability is found, such as in 
the extinction and IWC at Chilbolton, which are both shifted towards larger values, with a clearly skewed 
distribution. The effect of radar sensitivity is again clearly visible on IWC, extinction and terminal fall 
velocity. 
Histograms and mean vertical profiles have been produced as a function of cloud height over the three sites, 
showing a clear distinction of the cloud microphysics statistics in low-level, mid-level, high-altitude, and 
thickest ice clouds, which is roughly the same for the three sites (Fig. 19.5). In terms of global statistics, the 
interannual and intraseasonal variabilities are not very large, generally speaking, as revealed by the Cabauw 
observations. However inside each cloud height category, the intraseasonal variability sometimes becomes 
significant, especially for the low-level and high-altitude ice clouds as shown in Fig. 19.6. 

 

Figure 19.5. Normalized PDFs of IWC from the RadOn algorithm at each of the three Cloudnet sites.  

          

 

Figure 19.6. Seasonal variation of the in-cloud IWC PDFs at Cabauw.   
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